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TREND CANVAS
CONSUMER

Eco-friendly foodVan der Valk Hotels

What new consumer needs, wants and expectations are created by the changes identified above? 
Where and how does this trend satisfy them?

- Food has to be honest.

- Food has to be healthy, as well for the user as for the Earth.

- No Pesticides are used in the food.

- The people making the food are payed well.

- The industry behind it doesnt use slave labour.

- The industry behind it is honest about where its food comes
   from.

Which (new) customer groups could you 
apply this trend to? What would you have 
to change?  

- This trend will be focused on a target group that
   might normally never set a foot in a van der Valk Hotel.
  
- The menu will be focused on fair food with fair values for their
   workers. So the new target group will be the people that normally look for “fairtrade”-like
   brands in a supermarket. Therefore these brands should also be shown on the menu.

- The Target group will consist of mostly adults. This can range from 20 to 50 years old. Maybe
   there are some older exceptions. But most health/fair people are within that age group.

How are other businesses applying this trend?

- Tony chocolonely fights for equal rights for their 
   chocolate bean farmers. They have created a bar
   which is unequally devided to show how unequal-
   ly the rights where devided for their farmers.

- A company called “Beyond Meat” has created a unlikely
  subsitute for meat. The subsitute is supposed to be so
  lifelike that it is’nt distinguishable from normal meat.
   Therefore reducing water usage on meat.

- An MIT researcher has developed Liquiglide. A substance
  so hydrophobic, that it will, when used inside packaging, 
   not leave a single drop of ketchup (for instance) inside 
   the pack, and thusfar saving a lot of unused ketchup.

Which deep consumer needs & desires does this trend address?

- The need to eat food without having guilts over where it comes
  from. 

- To eat food which is honest in production and open about what
   it contains and or stands for.

- To be more aware what you can do for this world.

Why is this trend emerging now? What’s changing?

Shifts: Long-term, widespread macro changes

- Climate Change

Triggers: Recent, short-term changes or technologies

- Recession is over, so people are willing to pay more
   for their food.

- More health organisations are popping op, fighting for
   equal rights for humans and animals. To make people
   more aware.

Emerging Consumer 
Expectations

TREND:

Basic Needs Drivers of Change
How and where could you apply this trend to your business?

- Make sure people know when they are eating fair meat.

- Try to grap hold of that target group of “Fair eaters” for van der Valk Hotels

- Dare to ask a little higher price for some fairer food.

Innovation Potential

Inspiration
Who A separate 

“fair” Menu.


